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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Hey Savages, 

They don’t want you to have the knowledge to be independent. It            
threatens their control over you. That’s why we focus on the           
information to help you break free from the system. This issue is            
especially valuable. 
First is a must-read article by Nicholas West about how          
empowering technology will defeat globalism and bring control        
back to the local level. Very encouraging. 
The next article is a topic recommended by many of you:           
alternatives to Obamacare for the self-employed. This topic is         
near and dear to me as my family recently was forced to pursue             
the options that I detail in the article. 

If you can grow your own food, you are free. Brian Berletic            
crushes again this month with an intro to aquaponics. You will           
learn everything you need to get started growing fish and crops           
together. With diagrams and images. 

After that, Vin Armani digs into the best state laws for           
cryptocurrency businesses to identify the hidden opportunities for        
CryptoSavages. These laws create the space for agorists to         
operate on the edges. 
Finally, don’t miss our Bitcoin and silver reports. Busy investors          
will appreciate our concise monthly updates of vital happenings.  

Thanks for your membership! In liberty and prosperity, 

Jeff Paul, Editor  
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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Revolution In Local Technology Could Spell The End For         
Globalization 

 

By Nicholas West 
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In the 3rd issue of Counter Markets I discussed the overarching           
trend of automation that indicates a severe reduction in future          
employment for some sectors. I also covered some of the jobs           
that appear to be safe from automation with suggestions about          
how to keep yourself relevant during this Fourth Industrial         
Revolution. 

But there is another component to this macro trend that indicates           
a possible unintended shift for policy makers who were hoping for           
more globalization and government management to address       
technological unemployment via schemes such as providing a        
Universal Basic Income. 

Overview 

According to a new contrarian book by Dr. Finbarr Livesey,          
professor at the University of Cambridge, titled From Global to          
Local: The Making of Things and the End of Globalisation, a key            
confluence is taking place between political shifts in trade and          
climate policies coupled with new economic demands by        
consumers that points toward a restructuring of how we make          
things and how those products are delivered. As it happens, both           
of these shifts are moving away from an entrenched notion that           
products can (or should) only be made by finding the cheapest           
human labor on the planet and using a global consortium for           
distribution in the pursuit of the lowest possible cost. 

Dr. Livesey encapsulates the inefficiencies and wastefulness of        
the current paradigm by recounting the global story of the simple           
tennis ball: 

At Wimbledon it might be served at over 130 miles per hour,            
going from one end of the court to the other in less than half              
a second. But that’s nothing compared to the 50,000 miles it           
has already clocked up before it reached SW19. 
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For something that appears so simple, a lot of components          
have come together to make the tennis ball: clay from the           
United States, wool from New Zealand and rubber from         
Malaysia, to name but three. Combine the miles those         
components have travelled to get to the factory somewhere         
in South-East Asia with the final journey of the finished          
product and that tennis ball will have travelled the equivalent          
of twice around the equator (Ch. 2). 

While this example does not apply to every product, it applies to            
far more products than ever before, even including those in the           
high-tech arena. 

Since the Industrial Revolution the number of “things” we         
can purchase has been estimated to have increased from at          
most 1,000 to over 10 billion (Ch. 8). 

This is further compounded by the fundamentals of extraction built          
into current production and manufacturing where the demand for         
cement, steel, paper, aluminum and plastics has increased        
five-fold since 1960; computer chips use 60 different minerals to          
produce, up from 12 in the 1980s; and up to 99% of all the              
materials used in production are not in use 6 months after           
purchase (Ch. 6). 

Interestingly, improvements in technology are rendering the       
debate about “man-made global warming” (a globalist plank for         
climate policies) as moot, because what the consumer wants will          
inherently create efficiency and reduce environmental impact. The        
problem for globalism is that the new ways consumers can          
purchase products and the way they perceive value actually         
promotes local independence, not government mandates and       
monopolies. 
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According to a market analysis by Deloitte titled “Consumer         
Product Trends: Navigating 2020” we can see a new consumer          
emerging from 5 key “undercurrents” within which Deloitte says         
“small players may be better positioned to take market share from           
traditional industry leaders.” 

 
The outline presented in the graphic above is one which suggests           
that speed, flexibility, and “social value” will significantly disrupt         
the current paradigm. 

But perhaps the most meaningful change that could greatly         
accelerate this general disruption in trade and manufacturing is         
that for the first time in history technology such as automation, 3D            
printing and “on demand, just in time” manufacture and delivery is           
starting to enable the consumer to become the producer. This          
new consumer/producer is thus empowered by very specific        
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demands of their own which have arisen from the speed of           
technology, as well as a heightened concern about negative         
environmental impacts. Additionally, the rising interest in       
customization and authenticity directly undermines typical ideas       
about global corporate branding. 

Until this point in time we have witnessed an incredible drop in the             
price of information technology that has enabled us to         
communicate knowledge quicker and cheaper than ever before,        
but now we are beginning to see a similar rapid drop in the cost of               
the means of production and distribution. 

In short, it is become simpler and cheaper for an individual or            
group of individuals to make their ideas a reality. And if a fledgling             
company wants to test a product idea, they can directly solicit           
financing through crowdfunding from a documented pool of        
interested consumers.  

All told, the above overview virtually guarantees a decentralization         
of manufacturing that will define the future of product innovation. 

While it is important to understand these emerging macro trends -           
and is particularly essential for anyone investing on the global          
stage - it is at the grassroots level where things have an            
opportunity to change the quickest and offer the greatest freedom. 

A “creator culture” is taking shape that embodies the concept of a            
counter market by offering exactly the speed, flexibility and social          
value that future trade will demand. It is a culture that is            
increasingly prevalent and easy to collaborate with, and at its best           
is buttressed by an open-source ethic. 

The modern-day consumer is becoming increasingly      
knowledgeable about the inefficiencies and standardization      
inherent in mass-produced items. When this trend is married with          
the knowledge that one can become directly involved in         
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alternatives to this paradigm, it becomes the stuff that revolutions          
are made of. 

Automation, 3D Printing and the Makerspace Culture 

Although the global price of automation continues to fall while the           
cost of human labor continues to increase thus paving the way for            
mass technological unemployment in the short term (most experts         
say 5-10 years), the very same threatening trend can be a           
long-term boon for local manufacturing and individual       
empowerment. 

As we have seen with information technology, people today have          
an extraordinary amount of cheap computational power at their         
fingertips. The cost of automation is on a similar trajectory. Where           
today industrial robots can often exceed $100,000 per unit,         
keeping them in the hands of only the largest corporations, that           
price is guaranteed to fall significantly, just as the first computers           
could only be owned by governments and industrial powerhouses.         
That underlying concept is known as the “democratization of         
technology.”  

The following graph for the projected proliferation of industrial         
robots in coming years encapsulates how this technology will         
eventually be democratized, enabling smaller and smaller       
companies to take advantage of what only big industry currently          
can afford. 
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Industrial robots are merely one category within the overall sector          
of robotics that is expected to grow into a $135 billion per year             
industry by 2019. Falling prices in a variety of drones, bots and            
the advent of autonomous vehicles (discussed in Counter        
Markets, Issue 1) are enabling people to reap the benefits of           
technological empowerment formerly closed at the local level. 

Consider agriculture for a moment. The way we get our food on a             
mass scale is equally as wasteful and inefficient as the way we            
get our consumer products. The emergence of “precision        
agriculture” is starting to change that dynamic. Also known as          
Robo Farming, or Smart Farming, organic food production can         
begin competing with Big Agra in a way that is much more            
consistent with the values of new consumers devoted to health          
and environmental responsibility, while serving to strengthen local        
and regional economies. The image below represents a system         
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of organic precision agriculture that demonstrates a       
comprehensive approach which accounts for the entire process        
from farming to retail: 

 

 

Source 

This is just one small example of an area that will be covered             
in-depth in future editions of Counter Markets. As The Economist          
surmised in its quarterly report The Future of Agriculture: “If          
agriculture is to continue to feed the world, it needs to become            
more like manufacturing.” However, the world won’t be fed in this           
way by centralized behemoths managing global food resources,        
but by the distributed manufacturing of food at the local level.  

At the office and at home, 3D desktop printing is on a path of              
exponential growth – the following graph cited by Forbes is          
particularly striking for its near-vertical trajectory of adoption. 
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In their companion report, Forbes highlights “7 Ways 3D Printing          
Is Making Manufacturing More Competitive” opening with the        
following key facts: 

● 71.1% of manufacturers have currently adopted 3D Printing. 
● 52% of manufacturers expect 3D Printing will be used for          

high-volume production in the next 3-5 years. 
● 22% of manufacturers predict 3D Printing will have a         

disruptive effect on supply chains. 
● Global spending on printers was predicted to reach $11B in          

2015 and forecast to reach about $27B by 2019. 

3D printing is an additive process that is having another dramatic           
effect: it reduces the number of parts required for assembly. This           
could impact global trade by up to 60% according to Dr. Livesey,            
and will invariably will lead to an expansion of local production           
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and a decentralization of manufacturing that in many cases has          
been dependent upon specialized components. (Please also see        
Brian Berletic’s comprehensive report on decentralized tech in        
Counter Markets, Issue 1) 

The falling cost of 3D printers continues to break down previous           
barriers to entry; and, as noted by ZDNet, the space itself is            
becoming more competitive (democratized) which will only       
accelerate the price decline: 

For years the 3D printer space has been dominated by two           
major players, Stratasys Ltd. and 3D Systems, Inc., which         
together account for over 55.0% of the market … But an           
influx of new vendors has boosted competition and placed         
downward pressure on prices. in 2015, there were an         
estimated 100 suppliers: 70 manufacturers and about 30        
retailers and distributors. New manufacturers are expected       
to enter the market… 

3D printing is essentially a digitized factory that forms a faster           
bridge between creativity and reality than we’ve ever had. It also           
offers a versatility and “update-ability” that is completely unique to          
the traditional manufacturing process. Similar to an e-book, a         
3D-printed object can be improved upon and applied to the very           
next copy … which could be ordered on-demand. This has          
massive applications for projects both large – like 3D printed          
autos from Local Motors – and small like those that appear at            
Thingiverse. Amazon is already laying the foundation to have their          
own delivery trucks equipped with 3D printers in the back that will            
print your purchase on the way to your address. Yes, a factory in             
a van, here is the patent sketch: 
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We are on the cusp of mass adoption. One of the highest rated             
3D desktop printers at the moment - Original Prusa i3 MK2 - is             
considered to be in the “budget” category and is suitable for           
beginners with a price tag of $699, the price of a mid-level laptop.             
But a quick perusal of Amazon listings shows several selections          
in the $150-$700 range, with an Amazon Best Seller - Monoprice           
Select Mini 3D Printer - coming in at just $220. 

Perhaps the best way to take advantage of these trends and           
acquire the knowledge and skills that will be necessary to thrive in            
the future “creator culture” is to become involved with a          
Makerspace (or Hackerspace). You can find all of the technology          
and training that is being used to transform local manufacturing          
with little to no up-front investment. 

These spaces offer an open-source ethic of collaboration that can          
cover a wide range of applications such as 3D printing and           
product prototyping, aquaponics and various other small- and        
large-scale farming projects, robotics, biomedical research and       
product development (bioprinting), and much more. It also serves         
as a potential networking hub that can assist in launching          
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community projects or business startups. Best of all, Educational         
Makerspaces have been formed that are geared toward children,         
helping to give a solid framework for the expansion of a           
self-sufficient culture of innovation. 

TechX Foundry, New Jersey 

Looking at the leading cities for just 3D printing we see a global             
footprint: New York, London, Paris, Madrid, Berlin, and Toronto         
are at the top of the list. But Makerspaces are nearly everywhere;            
they can be located in the corner of a library or be part of a               
50,000 sq. ft. facility. Here are a couple of links to get you started: 

● List of Makerspaces (mostly U.S. based) 
● Global Directory of 2,000+ Hackerspaces 

A terrific first-hand account of the Makerspace journey – as well           
as an incredible amount of additional information on the topics          
covered in this article – can be found at two websites edited by             
Counter Markets contributing writer, Brian Berletic: LocalOrg and        
BIT Magazine. Brian is based in Thailand and is the co-founder           
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and editor of ProgressTH, a Makerspace and progress platform.         
Brian’s grassroots involvement with educating and transforming       
local communities through high-tech but low-cost innovation is        
truly inspirational. 

As political machinations and global economic management       
schemes continue to occur beyond our control, technology is         
fundamentally changing the means of production to render those         
external forces less relevant as time goes on. We are living during            
a time when these trends are aligning with a rising awareness           
about the power of creativity and self-direction within a voluntary          
collaborative framework focused on a customized living       
experience, not a standardized and commodified existence. It is         
becoming apparent that the future will be made according to          
these principles. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Entrepreneurs and Freelancers Save Thousands Using These       
Obamacare Alternatives 

 

By Jeff Paul 
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Having a child is a pretty significant medical event. My youngest           
son was born in Costa Rica. The private hospital was as modern a             
facility as any found in North America. The total cost for a            
C-section, three nights of care, and all preceding doctor's         
appointments? $3,500. Granted, that was ten years ago, but it          
was still much cheaper than equal treatment in the USA at the            
time. 

That experience made me question my beliefs about health care.          
Costa Rica, like most nations, has a public system that is free for             
children and incredibly cheap for adults, and it has a private           
medical system operating simultaneously in a free market. Often         
the same doctors work in both systems. It seems the competition           
between the two makes each of them better. For instance, if the            
wait times in the public system get too long or quality falls off,             
people spring for private care. And if private care gets too           
expensive, they return to the public system, keeping private prices          
honest. 

America's system is the furthest thing from “honest.” You'd be          
hard pressed to find the actual cost of most procedures in the            
United States. There is no price comparison shopping for medical          
services anymore except for free-market procedures like laser eye         
surgery, plastic surgery and vanity dentistry. All of which have          
dropped in price due to competition and technological        
advancements. Meanwhile, the costs of “regulated” health care        
services continues to skyrocket. 

Health Insurance in America 
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Why do car insurance companies charge more for teenage boy          
drivers? Because they pose a higher risk of filing an insurance           
claim from accidents, mud bogging, speeding tickets, etc.        
Insurance companies must manage a pool of risk against potential          
expenses. Riskier participants pay a higher premium. This is not          
rocket science. Yet health insurance companies are now        
prevented by the Obamacare law from charging a higher premium          
to “riskier” clients. Thus the cost of insurance premiums and          
copays had to be raised on healthy people to absorb this           
perversion. 

Peter Schiff recently put it perfectly: 

Today, health insurance costs about the same as a mortgage          
payment for a family of four. If, God forbid, you actually need            
care, the yearly deductible is usually equal to yet another annual           
mortgage payment. And if you fail to purchase this overpriced          
garbage, you get fined by the government. Can you say mafia? 
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One of my best pals is a doctor in Hawaii. He's a psychiatrist who              
works as an independent contractor to hospitals and clinics, and          
has his own small practice. He and his family are super holistic            
and healthy. So they don't carry health insurance. This year, the           
IRS fined him $5,300 for failing to buy insurance. 

As entrepreneurs, we faced similar fines when we (my wife and           
three boys) moved back to the United States after ten years of            
expat living. Health care went from costing us nothing to          
becoming our largest monthly expense. It was quite a shock          
compared to prices we paid in the early 2000s. Because of that,            
my wife, a registered nurse, took a part-time job to get insurance            
coverage. Right at the time when we finally started using the           
insurance, she got this letter: 

 

Even though she worked three 12-hour shifts per week (36          
hours), she fell under 30 hours a week when measured over a            
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12-month period due to extra time off during the course of the            
year. So her company canceled our insurance citing the         
Obamacare law. The situation forced us to seek alternatives         
leading me to discover the strategies outlined in this article. 

Trumpcare 

Shortly into his Administration, Donald Trump signed an        
Executive Order (Minimizing the Economic Burden of the Patient         
Protection and Affordable Care Act Pending Repeal) instructing        
the IRS and other agencies to ignore penalties under Obamacare. 

The Executive Order directs agency heads to "waive, defer, grant          
exemptions from, or delay the implementation of any provision or          
requirement of the Act that would impose a fiscal burden on any            
State or a cost, fee, tax, penalty, or regulatory burden on           
individuals, families, healthcare providers, health insurers,      
patients, recipients of healthcare services, purchasers of health        
insurance, or makers of medical devices, products, or        
medications." 

This set the tone for what many hoped would be a complete            
repeal of Obamacare. However, it looks like politics as usual is           
taking over and Trumpcare looks a lot like Obamacare Light with           
very few changes. Luckily there are a few options for you to save             
money on health care no matter what bill gets passed. 

Personal Responsibility 

For now it appears the IRS has backed off from pursuing fines if             
you fail to carry health insurance. This frees you up to seek more             
affordable options. However, no matter what route you decide to          
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take, there's only one way to make sure your medical costs are as             
low as possible: GET HEALTHIER! 

You cannot control the laws. You cannot control the costs. You           
cannot control the system. What you can control is how you take            
care of yourself. The less medical attention you need, the less           
you'll pay. 

Believing in the philosophy of self-ownership comes with personal         
responsibility. The first responsibility of self-ownership is to be fit          
and productive enough not to be a burden to others. Once we            
achieve that, we're in a position to create abundance to help           
others we care about. 

You don't need an elaborate plan to be healthy. Being healthy is            
super simple. It's discipline that's difficult. 

Here's a simple daily health checklist: 

1. Eat real food 
2. Drink clean water 
3. Move your body 
4. Get enough sleep 
5. Meditate, pray, or journal 

Touch those bases each day. Build habits around them. And you           
will drastically reduce your chances of needing medical attention. 

4 Alternatives to Obamacare for Entrepreneurs and       
Freelancers 

Tax-Free Health Savings Accounts 
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Whether you have a normal job or you're self-employed, opening          
a Health Savings Account (HSA) or Flexible Spending Account         
(FSA) is a must. The accounts allow you to save and grow pre-tax             
income to pay out-of-pocket medical expenses. These are the         
most tax-friendly accounts you can open. 

HSA 

To qualify for a Health Savings Account, you must be enrolled in a             
high-deductible health plan that doesn't cover all your medical         
expenses. Most plans qualify these days. 

HSAs have triple tax advantages: 1) You fund them with pre-tax           
income, 2) account value grows tax-free, and 3) you can spend           
funds tax-free if used for qualified medical expenses. 

Funds in an HSA can be invested similar to an individual           
retirement account (IRA). Just as with a self-directed IRAs, health          
savings accounts can also be self-directed into CDs, stocks,         
bonds, mutual funds, real estate, precious metals, public and         
private stock, notes, and more. Plus, once you reach age 65, all            
non-medical withdrawals are taxed at your current tax rate, just          
like a traditional IRA. 

Also like some retirement accounts, there are contribution limits.         
For 2017, the deposit limit is $3,400 for singles and $6,750 for            
families. In 2018, those amounts increase slightly to $3,450 and          
$6,900, respectively. 
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Check with your local bank to see if they offer HSAs. Or go to              
Vanguard which has a great HSA portal with options for Individual           
or Business health savings accounts. They allow you to invest into           
their funds and other financial products through your HSA. 

FSA 

Flexible Spending Accounts are very similar to HSAs in that you           
save pre-tax dollars, except FSA funds must be spent in the same            
year. And FSA funds can be spent on a broader spectrum of            
out-of-pocket medical expenses. 

According to Healthcare.gov, you can spend FSA funds to pay          
deductibles and copayments, but not for insurance premiums. You         
can spend FSA funds on prescription medications, as well as          
over-the-counter medicines with a doctor's prescription. FSAs       
may also be used to cover costs of medical equipment like           
crutches, supplies like bandages, and diagnostic devices like        
blood sugar test kits. 

FSAs are limited to $2,600 per year, per employer. If you’re           
married, your spouse can also put up to $2,600 in an FSA with             
their employer. 

Health Sharing Ministries (Cooperatives) 

A health care sharing ministry is an organization that facilitates          
sharing of medical costs among individual members who have         
common ethical or religious beliefs. These cooperatives were        
grandfathered into the ACA (Obamacare) law. They can be much          
less expensive than insurance, but they typically have stricter         
health standards for participants. 
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Health share ministries exclude some pre-existing conditions       
which affect around 5% of applicants. Most conditions can be          
corrected or managed by lifestyle choices. That's why these         
cooperatives offer affordable options for wellness coaches to        
reduce the medical costs of participants. The “ounce of         
prevention” approach helps allow them to keep prices so low. 

The three most popular health-share cooperatives are Liberty        
Health Share, Altrua HealthShare, and The Health Co-Op. 

The flowchart below by Altrua gives you a general sense of how it             
works. 
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Forbes claimed last year that health sharing ministries could save          
a family of four around $20,000 per year. 

Even with the richest offering from Liberty, a family of four           
saves over $20,000 per year while providing far superior         
primary care. Traditional health insurance has turned primary        
care into a milk-in-the-back-of-the-store referral machine. 

Here's the cost breakdown of Liberty's premium plan. 

 

See the rest of Liberty's prices here. 

Concierge Medicine 

With concierge medicine you pay a monthly or annual retainer          
directly to your doctor, practice, or a facility. They become your           
personal health team. Concierge services limit the number of         
patients they see. This gives them the time to develop a           
comprehensive prevention and personal treatment plans. 
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There are also various app services vying to become the “Uber for            
doctors” where they deliver a reviewed primary care physician, on          
demand, right to your door. Check out Heal for doctors and Honor            
for nurses and home health aides. 

You may have heard of some doctors ditching insurance         
altogether. But surgeons? The Surgery Center of Oklahoma        
describes itself as a “free-market loving, price-displaying,       
state-of-the-art, AAAHC accredited, doctor owned, multispecialty      
surgical facility.” 

By publicly displaying their prices, the Surgery Center shamed         
local area hospitals into having to show prices, too. This showed           
potential patients the vast price difference between “free-market”        
care versus bureaucratic medicine. Watch the video below for         
more background: 

 

Medical Tourism 
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For certain procedures you can save a lot of money by traveling to             
a foreign country for medical treatment. This is commonly called          
medical tourism. Often procedures can be thousands of dollars         
cheaper overseas, like my experience with my son being born in           
Costa Rica. Popular regions for high-quality medical care for         
Americans are Mexico, Costa Rica, India, and Thailand. 

You can find nearly any type of procedure in these countries.           
You'll even encounter some that you can't get in the United           
States. However, due to cost spreads and other factors, the most           
popular treatments are cosmetic surgery, dentistry,      
cardiovascular, orthopedics, and fertility. 

Make sure your savings are more than travel costs. For instance,           
if you can get $15,000 worth of dental work done in Costa Rica for              
$5,000, that's a no-brainer. Your travel and lodging will cost much           
less than the $10,000 saved. 

Two good resources to learn more are Patients Beyond Borders          
and Treatment Abroad. 
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SELF-SUFFICIENCY 
How To Get Started With Aquaculture 

 

By Brian Berletic 
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Introduction 

Aquaponics is the combination of aquaculture (aquatic farming)        
and hydroponics (soilless agriculture in which plants derive        
nutrients from nutrient-rich water). It works because aquaculture        
produces nutrient-rich water that can be circulated through crops         
where plants both take up the nutrients and filter the water. The            
clean water is returned for aquaculture where the process repeats          
itself. 

Aquaponics can be a fun hobby, a means of increasing one’s           
self-sufficiency, or the basis of an entire business. 

As a hobby, combining gardening and an aquarium can be both a            
satisfying challenge to overcome as well as aesthetically pleasing. 

For those seeking greater self-sufficiency, but who may lack a          
means of taking care of livestock for a variety of reasons,           
aquaponics provides a way to produce natural fertilizer for crops          
while raising potentially edible freshwater fish or crustaceans. 

As entrepreneurs, aquaponics combines two viable businesses:       
aquaculture and hydroponics agriculture, using their respective       
strengths and needs to compliment the other creating efficient         
productivity. 

Aquaponics requires several factors to come together to be         
successful, frustrating beginners unaware of simple yet essential        
fundamentals. But when a system finally works, one can get          
incredible results. 

The Fundamentals 

Fish: Aquaponics can include freshwater fish of any kind and          
even freshwater crustaceans like crayfish. Anything from       
ornamental koi fish to edible fish like tilapia, snakeskin gourami,          
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perch, and catfish can be used to stock a tank. The type of fish              
used depends mostly on what users have experience in raising. 

The container used to hold fish can range from a moderately           
sized fish tank, to large HDPE plastic barrels, to industrial-sized          
tanks with hundreds of liters/gallons. The size of the tank          
influences the number of fish that can be kept, which in turn            
influences the amount of crops that can be grown. 

The more fish a system has, the more crops that can be grown. A              
larger system also means a greater ability to absorb changes that           
might cause crop or aquaculture failures in smaller systems. 

Water pumps appropriate for the size of the system are required           
to move water out of the tank and into the growing medium. The             
easiest way to achieve this is to have a water pump maintaining a             
constant flow to keep the growing medium and the roots it holds            
moist at all times. Most water pumps include information about          
the amount of water they can move and how high they can move             
it. Always pick a pump that falls well within the range of your             
system. 

More complex systems use timers and sensors to flood a grow           
bed and drain it at regular intervals or when moisture levels drop.            
These systems, called ebb and flows, are better left to more           
experienced users. 

Crops: Crops can include everything from simple herbs and leafy          
greens, to fruiting plants like peppers and tomatoes. 

Crops are grown in a medium that usually consists of perlite, clay            
pebbles, and coconut fiber. The container used to grow crops is           
usually elevated in relation to the fish tank, so that once water is             
pumped into the crops, gravity can return it to the tank. 

Provisions are required to ensure emergency draining for grow         
beds. That is, if the primary drain is blocked by root growth or any              
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other obstruction, water should have an alternate path to take          
back to the tank. Without emergency draining, an entire tank          
could be emptied out onto ground as the grow bed overflows.           
Water level sensors or floating ball valves can be used to           
automatically shut off water pumps if tank water levels fall below           
normal levels. 

Nutrients: Fish and crayfish produce a variety of nutrients as a           
byproduct much in the same way farm animals produce manure          
which can be used as a rich source of fertilizer. 

In an aquaponics system, various types of bacteria are required to           
break down these nutrients into a form plants can better use. One            
variety of bacteria takes ammonia and converts it into nitrites,          
while another converts nitrites into nitrates. The plants take up the           
nitrates and return filtered water to the system. The bacteria          
generally exists both in the fish tank itself as well as in the grow              
medium used for crops. 
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The good news is that this bacteria is naturally occurring. A           
patiently established fish tank will ensure a thriving colony of          
beneficial bacteria. Having the water pump across the medium for          
several days without any fish, and adding only a few fish at a time              
and simple herbs to the grow bed will prevent expensive losses           
and allow the system to adjust up to full production levels. Using            
medium from an existing system can help speed up the process. 

However, this is where many beginners often fail. They attempt to           
fully stock their fish tanks and grow their plants right from the            
beginning, experiencing dead fish and poorly growing crops. This         
sort of negative, frustrating experience has prevented many        
enthusiastic but inexperienced beginners from advancing further       
in aquaponics. 
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The dead fish are a result of “new tank syndrome,” where           
ammonia builds up due to a lack of bacteria able to break it down.              
New tank syndrome affects not only new aquaponic systems, but          
any attempt at all to set up even ordinary home aquariums. Poorly            
growing plants are a result of low numbers of bacteria needed to            
convert nitrites into nitrates. This bacteria usually establishes itself         
fully days or weeks after the first bacteria colonies used to handle            
ammonia are established. 

However, once both types of bacteria colonies have established         
themselves, the spectacular results many beginners saw from        
others, and seek for themselves, are achievable. 

The larger the system and the more the fish, the more and            
healthier the crops will be. Five or six medium-sized aquarium fish           
like snakeskin gouramis which grow up to 25 cm (10 inches) can            
sustain two or three tomato plants and some herbs. 

Water: Water pH is generally not a problem for most people           
because most people have access to nearly pH neutral water.          
People who already do gardening or take care of fish as a hobby             
(or both) are already likely familiar with their water quality and can            
either use it as-is, or are aware of what is needed to adjust it.              
Aquarium hobby shops often include pH testing kits and the          
chemicals needed to adjust the pH of water. 

Water must also be adequately circulated throughout the system.         
Too much water and too little circulation can deplete oxygen          
levels that can be detrimental to fish health. Water pumps used           
for aquariums generally work in coordination with filter systems.         
They are useful in removing solid waste from the fish tank. In an             
aquarium, this waste would be moved by the pump to the filtration            
system. In an aquaponics system, this waste resides in the grow           
bed where it is further used to aid plant growth. 
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If a system is not set up to remove solid waste from the fish tank,               
it can create a health hazard to the fish. 

Aquaponic Examples 

Something as simple as a plastic planter or basket filled with clay            
pebbles, suspended over a 220 liter (60 gallons) HDPE barrel can           
provide beginners with a simple yet productive aquaponics        
system. Using 5-6 snakeskin gouramis available at many hobby         
aquarium shops, a good amount of herbs, or several tomato          
plants can be grown. It is a great first project for a balcony,             
rooftop, or front and backyard system. Smaller systems are         
possible, but produce less impressive results. 

 

Larger systems, however, are not only more impressive, they are          
regularly used as part of an agricultural business. 
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Wisconsin-based Growing Power Inc. uses aquaponics for its        
very large operation. On its website, it describes its aquaponics          
setup as follows: 

We fill our growing pots with a mixture of coir and compost.            
The coir is made from discarded coconut husks and helps          
wick water to the plant’s root system. The compost provides          
extra nutrients to grow an abundance of crops within the          
system. Traditional hydroponic growing, or growing without       
soil, relies on fish waste alone to fertilize the crops. The           
problem is, you can only grow crops with lower nutritional          
needs such as basil. For example, in most traditional         
hydroponic systems, Boron is found in very low quantities.         
Boron is essential for flower development in crops –         
tomatoes, peppers, and cucumbers – which means that        
production for these kinds of crops is very low in hydroponic           
systems. At Growing Power, we solved this problem by         
adding nutrient rich compost to the pots in our system. 
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Growing Power Inc. not only uses crops and fish symbiotically, it           
markets both to local restaurants and customers. Similar        
operations can be found around the world, with each system          
differing based on local tastes, experience, and available inputs. 

 

At Growing Power Inc., fish are fed commercial food but also           
worms which can easily be cultivated on site and even used in            
another cycle of breaking down organic waste and sending it back           
to crops. By using compost, vermicompost (compost made using         
worms), and aquaponics, Growing Power Inc. has managed to         
create multiple, beneficial and sustainable closed loops that        
provide both healthy food and a livelihood for Growing Power’s          
community. 
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Operations like Growing Power Inc. many times offer guided         
tours, open houses, internships, and workshops to help beginners         
learn the basics of various agricultural processes including        
aquaponics. Learning the basics from others with experience        
helps reduce the learning curve and much of the frustration from           
overcoming it. 

Aquaponics is one of several essential and proven cycles those          
interested in growing their own food can utilize to leverage          
processes found in nature on a small scale at home or as a             
business. While initial success requires patience and a little         
know-how, once a system is established, it is very easy to keep it             
up and running, and more than that, improve upon and expand. 
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While the largest aquaponic systems require significant       
investment, virtually anyone can afford a small plastic barrel,         
some aquarium fish, a pump, clay pebbles and a container to put            
them in. From there, a satisfying hobby, a greater degree of           
self-sufficiency, or even a potential business may follow. 
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WEALTH 

Best State Laws For Crypto Savages 

 

By Vin Armani 

The basic law of Counter-Economics is to trade risk for profit.           
Having done so, one naturally (acting to remove felt unease)          
attempts to reduce the risks. If you reduce your risks while others            
continue to face the higher risks, you naturally out-compete and          
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survive longer. And you profit. - Samuel Edward Konkin III, An           
Agorist Primer 

The promise of blockchain technology, in general, and        
cryptocurrency, in particular, is a world liberated from the         
constricting grip of the tentacles of both the modern state and the            
central banks. The blockchain offers mankind the opportunity to         
mathematically prove ownership of assets and to transfer those         
assets instantly, anywhere in the world, without the need for any           
central authority. Cryptocurrencies offer an alternative to fiat        
money (both physical and digital) with the potential to be both a            
means of exchange and store of value that is better, faster, and            
cheaper to use than any form of money ever introduced. This           
great promise necessarily makes this “new economy” an        
existential threat to the most powerful interests on the planet:          
bankers, political leaders, and entrenched state bureaucrats.       
Those of us who have chosen to embrace the blockchain as a            
means of liberation from “the old culture” - a group I have dubbed             
CryptoSavages - stand at a turning point in history. 

Although a variation of the quote is often attributed to Mahatma           
Gandhi, it was union leader Nicholas Klein who, in 1914, said,           
“First they ignore you. Then they ridicule you. And then they           
attack you and want to burn you. And then they build monuments            
to you.” Bitcoin (along with the other major cryptocurrencies, like          
Ethereum) has moved beyond the “ridicule stage.” The battle lines          
are being drawn. Federal regulators, and their armed state         
cohorts, have already begun the fight. The early, high-profile         
federal cases, like those of Silk Road’s Ross Ulbricht and Charlie           
Shrem, CEO of BitInstant, have given way to dozens of less           
publicized arrests, primarily of hand-to-hand currency traders       
using the site LocalBitcoins.com (incidentally, the site was how I          
obtained my first bitcoins in 2013). As with Ulbricht and Shrem, for            
the time being, most of these arrests use vague money          
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laundering statutes as a pretext to arrest individuals suspected of          
being involved with other illicit activities (primarily sales of illegal          
drugs). These actions, by making the easiest cash-to-crypto        
“onramp” more risky and, thus, less attractive, is a clear attack on            
the CryptoSavage. 

While some US states are happily participating with the federal          
government’s fear campaign, two states, Nevada and New        
Hampshire, passed laws last month that appear to provide some          
relief for the budding cryptocurrency movement. In this article, I          
will examine the United States’ federal statutes being used to          
arrest “unlicensed money service business” (MSB) operators. I        
will also detail the process (as I understand it) for coming into            
compliance, should you so desire. I will also give an overview of            
the new laws in Nevada and New Hampshire, with an eye toward            
presenting the possible emerging opportunities for entrepreneurs       
that these statutes represent. 

The general public still does not have a handle on Bitcoin and            
other cryptocurrencies. Governments are generally a few steps        
behind the zeitgeist, so the laws regarding cryptocurrency in the          
United States are vague both federally and at the state level. The            
IRS has released rules stating that citizens, for income tax filing           
purposes, should treat cryptocurrency holdings as property (not        
currency) and should report the value of the holdings at the time            
acquired. It remains to be seen if the IRS has any capability to             
audit the Bitcoin blockchain and find any unreported holdings. All          
indications are that such a capability (especially if the holder          
controls their own private keys) is a technical impossibility.         
However, the Feds, in very low-tech sting operations, have been          
effective at arresting individual currency exchangers and charging        
individuals as being an “unlicensed Money Service Businesses”        
(MSB). According to the Department of Treasury, Financial        
Crimes Enforcement Network: 
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The term “money services business” (MSB) includes any        
person doing business, whether or not on a regular basis or           
as an organized business concern, in one or more of the           
following capacities: 

● Check casher 
● Currency dealing or exchange 
● Issuer of traveler's’ checks, money orders or stored        

value 
● Seller or redeemer of traveler's’ checks, money orders        

or stored value 
● Money transmitter 
● U.S. Postal Service 

To meet the definition of an MSB, a person must conduct           
more than $1,000 in business with one person in one or           
more transactions (in one category of activity listed above)         
on any one day. A business is an MSB for each activity for             
which it meets this threshold. However, there is one         
exception. No activity threshold applies to the definition of         
money transmitter. A person that engages as a business in          
the transfer of funds is a money transmitter and an MSB,           
regardless of the amount of transfer activity. 

Civil penalty. Any person who fails to comply with the          
registration requirements may be liable for a civil penalty of          
up to $5,000 for each violation. Failure to comply includes          
the filing of false or materially incomplete information. Each         
day a violation continues constitutes a separate violation. In         
addition, the Secretary of the Treasury may bring a civil          
action to enjoin the violation. 

Criminal penalty. It is unlawful to do business without         
complying with the registration requirements. A criminal fine        
and/or imprisonment for up to 5 years may be imposed. 
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Federal agents have needed only to arrange multiple exchanges -          
sometimes all on the same day, just using different agents - in            
amounts over $1,000 to arrest individuals selling Bitcoin on         
LocalBitcoins.com and put those (unregistered) sellers in jeopardy        
of losing tens of thousands of dollars and decades of their life in             
federal prison. Amazingly, the required registration costs nothing        
to file and simply consists of mailing a simple two-page form           
(FinCEN Form 107) to a private company the government has          
contracted to file the paperwork. That’s right, 5 years in prison for            
not mailing a two-page government form. If you are making          
cash-to-crypto exchanges of over $1,000 (in either direction),        
please consider sending in this form as an “insurance plan.”          
Otherwise, you can stay completely safe from federal harassment         
and still be a principled Agorist by choosing to limit your           
exchanges to $999.99 per person, per day. If you are not a US             
citizen, or use cryptocurrency outside of the US, it pays to know            
the laws of the jurisdiction in which you operate. 
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Money transmitter laws vary by state. Thomas Brown, of UC          
Berkeley Law School has put together a listing of the statutes for            
all 50 states and the filing requirements for a Money Transmitter           
License (MTL). Such a license is not required in Nevada, as the            
Money Transmitter License requirements are relatively limited       
(possibly to prevent conflict with the casinos). The Nevada law          
addresses the blockchain more generally, not specifically as it         
relates to transmission of cryptocurrency. The New Hampshire        
law, on the other hand, specifically addresses “virtual currency,” a          
term which covers cryptocurrency under that state’s laws. 

New Hampshire House Bill 436 (HB 436) was signed by Governor           
Sununu on June 2nd, 2017 and goes into effect on August 1st,            
2017. The law is described in its text as “AN ACT exempting            
persons using virtual currency from registering as money        
transmitters.” The bill alters the state money transmitter statute         
accordingly: 

70:1 New Paragraph; Money Transmitters; Registration;      
Exemptions. Amend RSA 399-G:3 by inserting after       
paragraph VI the following new paragraph: 

VI-a. Persons who engage in the business of selling or          
issuing payment instruments or stored value solely in the         
form of convertible virtual currency or receive convertible        
virtual currency for transmission to another location. Such        
persons shall be subject to the provisions of RSA 358-A. 

The result of this law is to effectively exempt individuals or           
businesses who do crypto-to-cash transactions from any       
prosecution or regulation at the state level. So, a transaction          
between two individuals in the state of New Hampshire, provided          
either party is federally registered as a MSB or the transaction is            
less than $1,000, is completely free and clear from any criminal           
prosecution. This clearly opens up incredible opportunities for        
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exchanges based in New Hampshire, be they online        
marketplaces, hand-to-hand currency dealers, or cryptocurrency      
ATM machines. Providing a smooth cash-to-crypto onramp is one         
of the most crucial steps for encouraging uptake of         
cryptocurrencies as day-to-day means of exchange. 

As noted, cryptocurrency trades are already exempt from        
Nevada’s money transmitter law, but the law signed by the          
Governor Sandoval on June 5th, (SB 398) represents a unique          
step in blockchain legislation. The bill, which was supported by          
technology businesses in Reno (new home of Tesla’s Gigafactory         
and Google’s Waymo testing facilities) and the Libertarian Party         
of Nevada, is the first statute in the nation to actually define            
“blockchain”: 

Section 1. Chapter 719 of NRS is hereby amended by          
adding thereto a new section to read as follows: 

“Blockchain” means an electronic record of transactions or        
other data which is: 

1. Uniformly ordered; 
2. Redundantly maintained or processed by one or more        

computers or machines to guarantee the consistency or        
non repudiation of the recorded transactions or other        
data; and 

3. Validated by the use of cryptography. 

The law also codifies a record stored on a blockchain as a legal             
“electronic record,” equal in status to existing electronic records: 

Sec. 3. NRS 719.090 is hereby amended to read as follows: 

719.090 “Electronic record” means a record created,       
generated, sent, communicated, received or stored by       
electronic means. The term includes, without limitation, a        
blockchain. 
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Furthermore, in a truly surprising legislative first, the law prevents          
local governments (municipal and county) from regulating, taxing,        
licensing, or making any other requirement regarding the use of a           
blockchain: 

Sec. 4[6]. Chapter 244 of NRS is hereby amended by          
adding thereto a new section to read as follows: 

1. A board of county commissioners [The city council or          
other governing body of an incorporated city, whether        
organized under general law or special charter] shall not: 

A. Impose any tax or fee on the use of a blockchain by any             
person or entity; 

B. Require any person or entity to obtain from the board of           
county commissioners any certificate, license or permit       
to use a blockchain; or 

C. Impose any other requirement relating to the use of a          
blockchain by any person or entity. 

2. Nothing in this section prohibits a county from using a           
blockchain in the performance of its powers or duties in a           
manner not inconsistent with the provisions of chapter 719 of          
NRS. 

3. As used in this section, “blockchain” has the meaning          
ascribed to it in section 1 of this act. 

The act was passed unanimously by both houses of the Nevada           
legislature and signed by a willing governor. When read broadly,          
SB 398 exempts all blockchain activity from county and municipal          
regulation (business licensing is specifically addressed in other        
sections of the act). The bill is still relatively obscure and it is             
unlikely that code enforcement departments around the state        
have “received the memo,” but Nevada looks to be a possible           
“free market” for those who do business exclusively in         
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cryptocurrency - which clearly qualifies as “use of a blockchain.”          
Individuals and businesses conducting transactions using a       
blockchain are not exempt from Nevada state regulations. So,         
according to the new law, what are the requirements for a           
blockchain business in Nevada? 

An individual conducting business on the blockchain in Nevada is          
fundamentally free of all licensing. Although Nevada has no state          
income tax, it does have a sales tax. Therefore, a blockchain           
business that sells goods may be required to obtain a reseller’s           
tax certificate (a simple process with no associated fee) to be in            
compliance. However, it is not clear how cryptocurrency sales         
revenue could be audited by the state. Nevada has no business           
income tax, but it does have a newly enacted Commerce Tax that            
kicks in when a business has a gross revenue of over $4 million             
per year. The rate of taxation varies by business category. Again,           
it is unclear how the state would conduct an audit to ascertain if a              
blockchain business was reporting its income truthfully or how the          
value of any blockchain assets would be calculated. If you wanted           
to operate as a corporation, you are still required to incorporate in            
the state and obtain a federal tax identification number. 

Nevada is shaping up to be the ultimate test case (and           
battleground) for full Agorist use of the blockchain. The state law           
also makes Nevada fertile ground for cryptocurrency mining        
operations. Nevada has a long history of mining (and a politically           
powerful mining industry), so there is some symbolic coherence to          
blockchain miners finding a home in The Silver State. New          
Hampshire presents unique opportunities in the exchange space,        
particularly when it comes to ATMs. Nearby Boston has a long           
tradition of technology innovation and New Hampshire already        
has one of the most cryptocurrency-savvy populations in the US -           
in no small part due to the influence of The Free State Project.             
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The legal stage is now set in both locales for a surge in             
blockchain entrepreneurship. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

 

Bitcoin, and most cryptocurrencies in general, hit a peak in          
mid-June. We saw a new all-time high with Bitcoin trading up to            
$2,997 on June 12. The price has since pulled back to the $2,500             
range where it seems to have found a good level of support. 

The market cap of the cryptocurrency industry has held steady as           
well, hovering around the $100 million mark for most of June. The            
fact that we’re seeing market caps flatten out and hold steady           
rather than decrease is very encouraging. After a run-up like          
we’ve seen in the past few months, the expectation of many users            
is that prices might collapse in spectacular fashion. However,         
we’re seeing demand for Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies        
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increase as blockchain applications begin disrupting antiquated       
systems.  

In the past few months alone we’ve seen the blockchain offer so            
much more than simple person-to-person money transfer. It can         
now be used for decentralized storage, decentralized processing        
power (for anyone who needs an on-demand supercomputer),        
commission-free foreign exchange trading, commission-free stock      
trading (with personal ownership of shares versus broker owned),         
and even a decentralized version of “kickstarter” for fundraising         
startups.  

Additionally, there has been recent news out of India that the           
country plans to make Bitcoin a legally recognized form of          
payment.  

On June 20, CNBC India announced that the Indian government          
committee has ruled in favor of regulating Bitcoin and is currently           
establishing a task force to create various regulatory frameworks         
with the aim of fully legalizing Bitcoin in the short term. 

This is the 2nd major country to formally legalize Bitcoin as a            
recognized payment system, the first being Japan, one of the          
world’s largest economies.  

Going forward we expect to see continued volatility in the market           
here, with typical price swings moving 30-50% or more depending          
on the day’s news. We are seeing a leveling off around the            
$2,500 mark, though; so for those of you who don't yet own any             
Bitcoin, this latest pullback could be a good opportunity to acquire           
some.  
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For those of you who are new to Counter Markets, we           
recommend Coinbase for simple Bitcoin purchases. Once you        
have your bitcoins in Coinbase we suggest transferring them to a           
new wallet with Jaxx. 

 

Silver Update 

 

During June we saw silver drop from a high of about $17.80 at the              
start of the month, to $16.70 near the end. There hasn’t been            
much development in the precious metals market since last         
month, things are still considered slow and boring here. The          
range of $16 to $18 is still intact, and we probably won't see a              
substantial move one way or the other until silver decides to break            
out of this zone.  

With interest rates slowly increasing in the US, the dollar is           
picking up strength relative to other major currencies. With         
negative rates in Japan and Europe, the US dollar is the only            
major currency out there with a positive rate on it. With a strong             
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https://www.coinbase.com/join/52cf1b84ebcc34441200015d
http://www.jaxx.io/
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/ab1de962894c20cd43c608b0f/files/9624ee9c-678f-4c3f-a1ae-4aff63c3fc0b/Counter_Markets_6_5_17.pdf
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/ab1de962894c20cd43c608b0f/files/9624ee9c-678f-4c3f-a1ae-4aff63c3fc0b/Counter_Markets_6_5_17.pdf


 

dollar we tend to see cheaper prices among precious metals, so           
gold and silver are likely to stay cheap in the short term.  

Long term it’s an entirely different story, and we suggest you take            
advantage of time periods like this, and accumulate precious         
metals before they’re in high demand.  
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SNEAK PEEK at ISSUE 6 (August 5th) 

TRENDS & FORECASTING 

How to Avoid Being Controlled in a Cashless Society 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Offer A Unique Experience and They Will Come 

SELF-SUFFICIENCY 

‘Smart Farming’ Can Deliver Independence With Less 
Back-breaking Work 

WEALTH 

How to Find, Use, and Profit From Bitcoin ATMs 

BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Not a member yet? 

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets! 
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http://countermarkets.com/agorism-community/


 

DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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